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Sun Wukong, also commonly referred to as 
the Monkey King, is the famous main character 
in the Chinese classical novel, Journey to the West. 
The legendary monkey was born from a magic stone and 
later acquired supernatural powers through practice.  
   Skilled Fighter. The Monkey King is considered a 
sskilled fighter with immense strength, capable of 
holding his own against the best warriors of heaven. 
Accompanied at all times, the legendary Golden Staff,
once used as a means to measure the oceanic depths, 
the artifact declare Sun Wukong its true destined user.
Sun Wukong was also capable of great athletic and 
acrobatic feats, his hairs were able to transform into 
cclones of himself, or into any weapon, animal, or object. 
   Magical Monkey. The Monkey King across various 
stories and tales has displayed various magical abilities
and skills. His hairs possessed the ability to transform
into clones of the Monkey King himself, and/or into 
various weapons, animals, and objects. He knew 
spells and incantations to control the winds and storms, 
to part to part water, he was also able to project a magic circle
to ward off demons. Sun also possessed the ability to 
see the evil in other’s hearts, but it made him rather 
suspectible to smoke in his eyes. He also had the ability
to freeze humans, demons, and even some gods in place.  
   Early Life. According to legend, the Monkey King was 
born from a magic stone on the top of a mountain that 
recereceived the powers of the gods and the earth since the
beginning of time, which granted it several special 
properities. The stone developed a magical womb 
that one day bursted open to reveal a stone egg
about the size of a ball. The egg took shape and form
of a monkey when the wind blew on it. 
   This stone monkey already knew how to walk and
crcrawl, his golden eyes shined brightly to the point that
even the gods above in the heavens took note. But 
their envoys simply reported that an unremarkable 
creature was born, for all beings possessed the 
essences of the earth and the divine. 
   From his mountain home, the monkey lived like
any creature, it fed itself and drank from the brooks
and springs, it piand springs, it picked flowers and looked for fruit. He 
made friends with various animals that also resided
within the mountain, namely the wolves, tigers, 
leopards, he was on good terms with the deer, 
    

he had civil relations with the other monkeys and apes 
as well. 
   Time passed for the stone monkey, and through an act 
of cleverness and courage, the stone monkey became their
king. In their new cave sanctuary, the stone monkey renamed
himself the “Handsome Monkey King” and took to his new
stone throne. stone throne. He soon became an very influential entity 
within the various spirits and demons of the world. In his
quest to find a weapon worthy of himself, he traveled to
the oceans, where he acquired  the Golden Staff. The 
legendary staff was originally a tool used to measure the
depths of the oceans, for it had the ability to change its 
size, multiply itself, and fight according to the whims of
its wiits wielder. Upon his approach, the staff glowed and flew
to its true master. This sent fear across the various the
magical beings of the seas, to which the seas threw into 
a tantrum for the staff contained the ebb and flow of the 
ocean’s tides. Sun Wukong defeated the four dragon-kings 
of the four seas and forced them to relinquish a Golden 
chain shirt, a phoenix-feathered cap, and cloud-walking 
boots. boots. Upon his return, his new power and weapons drew
attention of other beastly powers who sought to ally 
with him. Sun even defied death’s attempt to collect 
his soul, he wiped his name from the “Book of Life and 
Death”. His insolence sparked controversy with the Dragon 
Kings and the Kings of Hell, which ultimately led to the 
attention to the Heavenly Courts. 
      War Against the Heavens. The Jade Emporer invited
Sun Wukong to Heaven, in the hope to have the monkey 
would cause less trouble in the order and balance of the
world. Under the belief that he had received an honorable
post amongst the gods in Heaven, he soon found out that
he was given the charge of the lowest job in the Heavens,
as the Protector of the Cloud Horses. Angered, the Monkey
King rKing rebelled, he was given a new charged and once agian 
was treated lower than the other gods, he stole and 
consumed the “Peaches of Immortality”, the “Pills of 
Longetivity”, and heavenly wine for the Jade Emperor. 
   The Monkey King’s rebellion continued to the point that
he defeated over 100,000 celestial warriors, including the
constellations, heavenly kings, and even was on par with 
HHeaven’s best generals. It eventually required the great 
powers of Buddha to trick the powerful Monkey King into 
a bet. The Buddha imprisoned the Monkey King under the
weight of a mountain bound with a magical talisman. 
The Monkey King remained imprisoned for nearly five 
centuries. 
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